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Abstract
Given a set of trees with leaves labelled from a set L, is there a tree T with leaves labelled by
L such that each of the given trees is homeomorphic to a subtree of T? This question is known
to be NP-complete in general, but solvable in polynomial time if all the given trees have one
label in common (equivalently, if the given trees are rooted). Here we show that this problem
is NP-complete even if there are two labels x and y such that each given tree contains x or
y. However, if it is known that the distance between x and y is less than 4, then the problem
is solvable in polynomial time. We give an algorithm for doing this. On the other hand, we
show that the question of whether a fully resolved (binary) tree exists which has no subtree
homeomorphic to one of the given ones is NP-complete, even when the given trees are rooted.
This sheds some light on the complexity of determining whether a probability assignment to
trees is coherent. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and denitions
A phylogenetic tree on a label set L is a tree with no vertices of degree 2 and
exactly jLj leaves, each of which is labelled with a distinct element of L. Such trees
are used to represent evolutionary relationships in biology. A binary (phylogenetic)
tree is one with all non-leaf vertices having degree 3.
Suppose that T is a phylogenetic tree on L and A is a subset of L. Consider the
minimal subtree of T that connects leaves from A, and suppress all vertices of degree 2
(i.e. make the tree homeomorphically irreducible) to obtain a phylogenetic tree on A,
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denoted T jA. If T 0 is a binary tree, we say T is compatible with T 0 if T jA = T 0 for
some subset A of L. A set S of binary trees is said to be consistent if there exists
a phylogenetic tree T 00 that is compatible with all the trees in S. We then say T 00
realises S.
A general problem considered in recent literature [1,5,6,2] is to determine whether
there exists a tree that realises S. This general problem has been shown to be NP-
complete (see [6]). On the other hand, it has been shown that the problem of deter-
mining whether a set of rooted trees is consistent can be solved in polynomial time
(see [1]; [4,5] consider similar questions).
Suppose L0 is a subset of L such that every input tree has at least one label in L0.
The question we consider in this paper is: what is the complexity of the consistency
problem if jL0j is xed, that is, independent of n = jLj? This question was posed by
Steel [6]. If jL0j = 1, then the input trees can be considered as rooted trees, and so
consistency can be determined in polynomial time. We shall show that the problem is
NP-complete for jL0j=2. It then follows trivially that the problem is also NP-complete
for any xed value of jL0j>2. The proof used in [6] for the general case does not
extend to the case when jL0j=2. It is interesting to note that the proof here is simpler,
even though the result is stronger.
In dening the concepts of compatibility and consistency, we have conned them to
the case when all the input trees are binary, as we intend to apply them only to input
quartets. In general when the input trees are phylogenetic trees, two dierent types of
compatibility can be dened. We dene strong compatibility for general trees exactly
as compatibility is dened for binary trees. This denition is used in [5]. We say T
is weakly compatible with T 0 if T 0 can be obtained from T jA by contracting certain
edges. This denition was used in [6]. These two denitions coincide when T 0 is a
binary tree. We focus on binary trees in this paper, which certainly suces to prove
NP-completeness statements about general trees. Moreover, all results on the existence
of a binary tree compatible with a set of input binary trees immediately give results
on the existence of a general tree strongly compatible with the same input, since the
two questions are equivalent (see [5]).
If we consider the case that L0 contains just two labels, x and y, and restrict our-
selves to asking for a compatible binary tree in which the distance between x and y
is less than 4, this is no longer NP-complete. This is trivially true if the distance is 2
(when it becomes equivalent to the case of rooted trees). It is proved in Section 3 for
distance 3 by giving a polynomial-time algorithm. It is reasonable to presume the
same will hold when the roots have distance k for any xed k, but we do not
have a proof of this. On the other hand, the number 3 may be special since this
is the diameter of a quartet, so it is plausible that the problem is NP-complete for
k>4. Another variation of the problem that we also show to be solvable in polyno-
mial time is when all but a bounded number of the input trees contain a common
root.
In Section 4 we consider a related problem: whether a given probabilistic distri-
bution of subtrees can be generated in a natural way by a model of a random tree.
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Fig. 1. A quartet and a caterpillar.
In considering this problem, we show the NP-completes of a problem asking for the
existence of a tree avoiding a given set of subtrees.
We nish this section with some additional denitions. A quartet is a binary phy-
logenetic tree on a label set of size 4. We denote a quartet on the label set fa; b; c; dg
by abjcd, if a and b are the labels of two closest leaves, as shown in Fig. 1(a). A
caterpillar is a binary tree that has at most two vertices that are each adjacent to
precisely two leaves. If x and y label two leaves that are maximally far apart on a
caterpillar, we shall call it an xy-caterpillar. We write xa1ja2 : : : am−1jamy to denote the
xy-caterpillar shown in Fig. 1(b). We note that, for each pair, x; y, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the xy-caterpillars on the label set L and linear orderings on
the set Lnfx; yg. Note that, if T is an xy-caterpillar, and AL with x; y 2 A, then T jA
is also an xy-caterpillar.
2. Complexity of the problem for two roots
We henceforth consider the case where the input trees are all quartets. Suppose Q
is a set of quartets, each of whose leaves are labelled from a set L, and for some set
L0L, suppose each quartet in Q has at least one label in L0. We shall show that, if
jL0j = 2, then the problem of deciding whether Q is consistent is NP-complete. The
instances of the problem in our proof have at least a constant times jLj occurrences
of each label in L0, so restrictions of the problem which avoid this are potentially
polynomial time solvable.
Two alphabets are used for leaf labels in the following lemma to emphasise their
dierent roles in the proof of Theorem 1. In particular, we use L0 = fx; yg. The labels
a, b and c will be used in a betweenness ordering that is central to the proof of
Theorem 1, while the labels  and  are extraneous labels used in quartets to ensure
the betweenness ordering.
Lemma 1. Let Q= fxjby; xbj y; xajc; ycja g. Then the only trees on the label set
fx; y; a; b; c; ;  g that realise Q are the two caterpillars xajb jcy and cjxbyja 
shown in Fig. 2.
Proof. There is only one tree on the label set fx; y; b; ;  g that is compatible with the
quartets xjby and xbj y, namely, the caterpillar xjbj y. If the leaves a and c are
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Fig. 2. Two caterpillars.
added to this tree in such a way as to be compatible with xajc, then since x and 
are adjacent leaves, either a must be added right next to x, or c next to . Similarly,
considering ycja , we need c next to y or a next to  . Hence there are exactly two
possibilities: c can be added next to y and a next to x (giving the rst tree), or c next
to  and a next to  (giving the second).
From Section 4 of Steel [6], we have the following result.
Lemma 2. If a set of xy-caterpillars is consistent; then there exists an xy-caterpillar
that realises the set.
The topic of this section is the following decision problem.
BI-ROOTED QUARTET CONSISTENCY:
Instance: A set Q of quartets each of which includes a leaf labelled by x or by y.
Question: Is Q consistent?
Theorem 1. Bi-rooted quartet consistency is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is clearly in NP, for, given a tree T that realises Q this consistency
can be veried by checking each quartet in Q against T , and this checking can be done
in polynomial time. We next describe a transformation from the following problem,
which is NP-complete ([3, p. 279, problem MS1]).
BETWEENNESS:
Instance: A nite set A and a collection I of ordered triples (a; b; c) of distinct
elements from A (we may assume that each element of A occurs in at least one triple
from I).
Question: Is there a betweenness ordering f of A for I , that is, a one-to-one function
f :A ! f1; 2; : : : ; jAjg such that for each (a; b; c) 2 I , either f(a)<f(b)<f(c) or
f(c)<f(b)<f(a)?
Given an instance I=f(ai; bi; ci); i=1; : : : ; kg of BETWEENNESS, we let ai, bi, ci, i
and  i (i=1; : : : ; k) be 5k labels, x and y two other labels, Qi=fxijbiy; xbij iy; xaijcii;
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ycijai ig and Q(I)=
Sk
i=1 Qi. We note that each quartet in Q(I) has a leaf labelled by
x or by y. Clearly, the transformation can be done in polynomial time. We shall now




Suppose that Q(I) is consistent and T is a tree that realises Q(I). Consider, for
each i; ti : = T jfx;y;ai ;bi ;cig. By Lemma 1, ti is xaijbijciy or xcijbijaiy. Now the set
S = fti; i = 1; : : : ; kg is consistent since it is realised by T . By Lemma 2, there exists
an xy-caterpillar T 0 which realises S. Then the order of the labels in A along T 0
provides the required betweenness ordering of A for I , since the label set of T 0 is
A [ fx; yg.
Conversely, suppose I allows a betweenness ordering on A. Let T 0 be one of the
associated xy-caterpillars, obtained by ordering the labels in A along T 0 according to
the betweenness ordering. We need to attach 2k additional labels fi;  i; i = 1; : : : ; kg
to T 0 to obtain a tree compatible with Q(I). For i = 1; : : : ; k, proceed as follows: If
T 0jfx;y;ai ;bi ;cig = xaijbijciy, then attach i and  i to the xy-path of the tree so far con-
structed so that i is between ai and bi, and  i is between bi and ci. The resultant
tree restricted to fx; y; ai; bi; ci; i;  ig will be the caterpillar xaijibi ijciy. On the other
hand, if T 0jfx;y;ai ;bi ;cig = xcijbijaiy, then attach i to the edge incident with the leaf
labelled ci, and attach  i to the edge incident with the leaf labelled ai. The resul-
tant tree when restricted to fx; y; ai; bi; ci; i;  ig will be the second tree specied in
Lemma 1. In this way, we obtain a tree T which realises Qi, for i=1; : : : ; k and hence
realises Q(I).
Comments: 1. In the above proof, half of the quartets in Q(I) have both labels
x and y. One may ask the question: what is the complexity of the bi-rooted quartet
consistency problem, if no quartet in Q has both labels x and y? The answer is that
it is still NP-complete, as we can replace each xijbiy by two quartets xijbii and
biijiy where i is a new label. These quartets imply the quartet xijbiy. A similar
replacement can be done for xbij iy .
2. The above theorem shows that the consistency problem is NP-complete for general
(non-binary) trees for both types of compatibility described in the introduction.
3. Roots of distance 3
As mentioned in the Introduction, the problem with two roots is equivalent to the
rooted tree case if the roots are prescribed to have distance 2. To answer this question,
if any quartet has x and y of distance 3 then the answer is \No", and otherwise replace
all labels y by x in the quartets, throw away all quartets with two x’s, and solve the
resulting single-root problem.
In the rest of this section we consider the analogous problem when the roots are
prescribed as having distance 3.
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DISTANCE 3 BI-ROOTED QUARTET CONSISTENCY:
Instance: A set Q of quartets each of which includes a leaf labelled by x or by y.
Question: Is there a binary tree T compatible with all the trees in Q, such that the
distance from x to y in T is 3?
Theorem 2. DISTANCE 3 BI-ROOTED QUARTET CONSISTENCY can be an-
swered correctly by a polynomial-time algorithm.
Proof. In fact, assuming such a tree exists (call it T0), we give an algorithm for nding
a tree T (possibly dierent from T0) that is also compatible with Q.
Let the x; y-path in T include the vertices x0 and y0, where x0 is adjacent to x and
y0 to y. Recalling that we seek a binary tree, consider the two branches that diverge
from the x; y-path at x0 and at y0. The set of leaves in the branch at x0 (i.e., leaves
other than x which are closer to x0 than to y0) we denote by Sx, and the leaves in the
branch at y0 we denote by Sy. The problem is now broken down into two tasks:
(a) Determine sets Sx and Sy.
(b) Construct the branches of T at x0 containing the leaves in Sx, and those at y0
containing the leaves in Sy.
We have to perform (a) in such a way that if T0 exists, then (b) can be performed
such that the nal tree T realises Q. Doing (b) is easy, since Sx can be treated by
restricting the quartets in Q to those containing four labels in Sx[fx; yg, and solving this
as a distance 2 problem as described above. The resulting tree T 0 (if Q is consistent)
determines the branch at x0. The branch at y0 is obtained in a similar fashion and
inserted into T 0 on the edge incident with y.
It remains only to discuss how to deal with (a). For this, we can build up sets of
leaf labels which must be in the same set (of Sx and Sy). Start with all leaf labels
(except x and y) in separate sets, and repeatedly amalgamate the two sets containing
labels p and q for any quartet in Q of the form xtjpq or ytjpq where t may equal
x, y or any other label. After this, we have sets of labels B1; : : : ; Bk for some k. Note
that all labels in the same set Bi must be in the same Sz in T0. Next, for each quartet
in Q of the form xpjyq, put the labels in the set Bi containing p all into Sx, and those
in the set containing q into Sy. (If this causes a conict, it may be deduced that the
tree T0 does not exist.) The labels in any set Bi which are not now in Sx or in Sy
are placed into a set R of remainders. (This includes all labels not appearing in any
quartets in Q.)
If T0 exists, the leaves now in Sx must be in the branch at x0, and those in Sy in
the branch at y0, and hence step (b) can indeed be performed as described above, to
obtain a tree T 00 containing all labels not in R. Finally, note that the only quartets
which can contain labels in R are of the form
(i) xyjpq with p, q 2 R, or
(ii) xpjrs with p 2 R and r, s either both in R or both not in R, or
(iii) xtjpq with p, q 2 R, or
(iv) quartets as in (ii) or (iii) with x replaced by y.
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If T0 exists, let T1 be the subtree of T0 induced by the leaves with labels in R[fx; yg.
Delete y and its adjacent vertex from T1, to obtain T2. Then T2 satises all the quartets
listed above, with y replaced by x (ignoring the ones containing both x and y). So we
can use the single-rooted tree algorithm to nd a tree T 02 compatible with the quartets
listed above (with y replaced by x). Attach T 02 to the tree T
00 by gluing the leaf x of
T 02 to the middle of the edge of T
00 in the branch at x0 (thus forming a new vertex of
degree 3). The resulting tree is T . It is clear that T is compatible with all the quartets
listed above, and hence all quartets in Q.
Comment: Another variation of the bi-rooted quartet consistency problem that is
solvable in polynomial time is when all but r of the quartets in Q contain a common
label, say, x. Let Qx be the set of quartets that contain x and Q0=Q nQx. The quartets
in Q0 need not have any labels in common. One can attach x to each quartet in Q0 to
obtain a set Q0x of ve-leafed binary trees. There are ve ways to attach x to a quartet
and 5r ways of generating Q0x. The consistency of Q can now be checked by running
the polynomial-time algorithm for rooted trees [1] on Q[Q0x and let Q0x range over all
5r possibilities. If one of the possibilities is consistent, then Q is consistent.
4. Forbidding subtrees
In this section, we consider the complexity of constructing a tree that is not com-
patible with any of a given set of subtrees. It will be shown that the problem is
NP-complete even for rooted trees.
We consider the following decision problem.
FORBIDDEN SUBTREES
Instance: A collection S of rooted binary trees whose leaf sets are subsets of a label
set L.
Question: Is there a leaf-labelled rooted binary tree T with label set L having no
subtree containing the root homeomorphic to a tree in S?
Our main result in this section is the following.
Theorem 3. The decision problem FORBIDDEN SUBTREES is NP-complete.
Comments: 1. If we drop the word \binary" from both the instance and the question,
then the resulting problem is still NP-complete, by polynomial transformation from
FORBIDDEN SUBTREES. This is because the output tree in FORBIDDEN SUB-
TREES can be forced to be binary by including appropriate trees in the input which
forbid all vertices of degree at least 4.
2. A more general problem can be formulated as follows. Suppose we are given a
function f : S ! [0; 1]. Then f may be considered as a measure of \condence" or
\probability" of the subtrees in S. We wish to know whether f \lifts" to a probability
distribution on the set R(L) of all rooted binary trees with leaf set L. That is, is there
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a function f^ :R(L) ! [0; 1] with PT2R(L) f^(T ) = 1 and such that, for all t 2 S, f(t)
is the sum of f^(T ) over all T in R(L) that are compatible with t. If f^ exists, then our
beliefs represented by f are \coherent"; otherwise, not. The special case that f(t)= 0
for all t 2 S has answer yes if and only if FORBIDDEN SUBTREES has answer yes
and is therefore NP-hard. On the other hand, the special case that f(t)=1 for all t 2 S
has answer yes if and only if S is consistent, so there is a polynomial-time algorithm
for this special case [1,5,4].
Proof of Theorem 3. Consider an instance I of BETWEENNESS and let A be the set
of all labels i; j; k with (i; j; k) 2 I . Let L = A [ fzg where z 62 A, and construct S as
the union of the following four sets. Here a(bc) denotes the rooted tree with b and
c on one branch at the root and a on the other, and a(b(cd)) denotes the rooted tree
with b(cd) on one branch at the root and a on the other:
S1 = fz(xy) : x; y 2 Ag;
S2 = fj(ik) : (i; j; k) 2 Ig;
S3 = fi(k(jz)) : (i; j; k) 2 Ig;
S4 = fk(i(jz)) : (i; j; k) 2 Ig:
Suppose that there is a leaf-labelled tree T as required in FORBIDDEN SUBTREES.
Then the absence of the subtrees in S1 forces T to be a caterpillar, with the leaves
having labels from A to be attached along the path from the root to z in some linear
order. Next, forbidding the rest of S forces the ordering to be a betweenness ordering
for I . Conversely, if I has a betweenness ordering, then that ordering gives a permissi-
ble ordering of those leaves along the path from the root to z. The transformation im-
plicitly described here takes polynomial time, and therefore FORBIDDEN SUBTREES
is NP-complete.
Open problem: In view of the second comment after Theorem 3, we ask for the
complexity of the following problem, where c denotes a pre-chosen \condence level",
0<c61:
c-EXPECTED SUBTREES
Instance: A collection S of rooted binary trees whose leaf sets are subsets of a label
set L and a function f : S ! [0; 1] with f(t)>c for all t 2 S.
Question: Does f \lift" to a probability distribution on the set R(L) of all rooted
trees labelled from L?
Of course, for c = 1 this has a polynomial time algorithm.
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